A class of nonlinear stochastic processes, satisfying a "Lipschitz-type strip condition" and supplied by a linear output equation, is considered. Robust asymptotic (high-gain) state estimation for nonlinear stochastic processes via differential neural networks is discussed.
Introduction
Due to many successful applications, the Neural Network technique seems to be a very effective for identification and controlling of a wide class of complex nonlinear systems especially in the absence of a complete model information ("grey-box" models) or, even, considering a controlled plant as "a black box" (Hunt et al., 1992 161) . In general, the NN's can be qualified as static [15]) deals with Static KN, providing the appropriate approximation of a nonlinear operator functions in the right-hand side of dynamic model equations. In spite of successful implementations, they have several important disadvantages such as a slow learning rate (the weights updates do not utilize the information on the local NK structure) and a high sensitivity of the function approximation to the training data (they do not have memory, so their outputs are uniquely determined by the current inputs and weights). Dynamic Neural Netw.orks can successfully overhead these draw- 
Consider the stochastic nonlinear controlled continuous-time system with the dynamics xt:
~I or, in the abstract (symbolic) form,
dzt = b ( t ;~t ,~t ) d t +~~( t :~t ; u t ) d W t
The first integral in (1) is an stochastic ordinary integral and the second one is an It8 integral. In the above xt E W" is system state at timet, w E U C W P is a con-
WkX" and C E Wkx" is a constant matrix characterizing the state-output mapping. Below we will use the following notation: W: := J u*(s,z,,u.)dWs: W:
. It is assumed that
A l : { 7 t J t t o is the natural filtration generated by (Wt:t 2 0 ) and augmented by the P-null sets from 7.
) is a separable metric space with a metric d. CO) such that for a n y t E [O,CO) and for a n y s , u , ? 
AS: b ( t , x , u ) is L i (C2)-mappin@, n z ( t , x t , u t ) and
The set of all s-feasible controls is denoted by is the solution of (2), corresponding to this ut, is called an s-feasible triple.
The assumptions A1-A3 guarantee that any ut from U ( 0 , w ) is sfeasible. It is assumed also that the past znformation about ( y T , U , : r E (0: t ] ) is available for the controller:
The only sources of uncertainty in this system description are the system random noise W t , the pri- ' A multi I a y r DNN ~n u hr rcprcsci,tcd i n n singlc lilyer form I, , " I hc corresponding nintrix dimension cxtcnsion. Lm (C~)-finction.9.
T h e Learning Law for Identification Process
The matrices collection (A, &,*: Vz,,, W1.t: W Z ,~) should be selected to provide "a good enough" state estimation process for any possible uncertain stochastic system from L,.
Accept also some technical assumption which will be use in the main result formulation.
A 4 the applied s-feasible control ut E U is quadratid l y integrable (uniformly on t ) as well the corresponding stochastic system dynamics z t , that is, limsup
[E(llutlj2} + E ( l l~~l \~} ]
< 00. In fact, this assump tion restricts the consideration by the class of BIBOstable systems (with bounded second moment of state vector). 
The correspondent simulation results, realized only with the use of 6 neurons, are depicted at the figures Fig.1-Fig.4 . The value of the performance index It, o b tained after t = 20 sec .: is equal to The input signal ut is the voltage to the pump and the output signal y, is the level of the lower tank. The control goal is to control the level x2 of the lower tank and indirectly the level x1 of the upper tank. In the general case, these two tanks levels are both measurable. But here we w i l l consider the situation when the only level 2 2 in the lower tank can be estimated directly. Our aim is to estimate the level x1 of the upper tank based only on the output measurements corrupted by " a white noise". The following state space description holds:
where zll is the control variable (water flow) selected as " a single step-function", 2' = (x1,z2)' are the states of this process, W , is the white noise component, y is the measurable output. The parameters of the process are as follows: a , = 1.5; a2 = 1.5; ," = 0.3. And the .parameters of the DNN observer are as follows: In this paper a new asymptotic differential neuro observer is proposed to estimate the states of continuous time stochastic process without a priory knowledge of the plant-structure. The corresponding weight matrices of this DKK -observer are adjusted by a special differential learning law. containing two terms: the first one is standard resemble to the " back-propagation'' scheme and the second one is proportional to the output error. Even the sigmoidal nonlinearities are bounded and, in the first glance, the hidden layer weights variation may not effect the identification quality, the presented theoretical study (as well as the corresponding simulations) show that the hidden layer weights updating significantly improves the observation process. Stochastic Lyapunov analysis (with the use of the Itd's formula) is applied to prove the existence of the upper bound to the averaged quadratic estimation error. The boundness "in average" is stated also for the weight matrices which are time varying during all learning time in the opposite to the static DNN which weights obligatory converge.
The simulation results also demonstrate the high effectiveness of the suggested DNiLobserver application even its structure is simple enough[ containing
